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1.

Purpose of Meeting
As part of the Community Engagement Strategy for the A9
Dualling Programme, Transport Scotland and Jacobs were invited
to attend a Community Council meeting to discuss the current
scheme options and provide the community council, and
members of the public, an opportunity to ask questions. The
meeting followed on from the recent Public Exhibitions which were
held in Birnam on 27th and 28th January 2016.

2.

Attendance
Including members of the Community Council, it was estimated
that around 100 people attended the meeting. Attendance was
larger than anticipated and, as no microphone was available,
members of the public seated to the rear of the hall were unable
to hear parts of the presentation and the discussions that
followed. For any future presentations on this scale a microphone
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will be made available.
3.

Introduction
Gerard McPhillips (Transport Scotland) introduced the scheme
and the Jacobs’ staff present, Alan Blair (Jacobs Technical
Manager) and Fergus Allan (Stakeholder Manager).

4.

Presentation
Jacobs gave a presentation on the Pass of Birnam to Tay
Crossing scheme, which included the following:
 Details of attendance and level of feedback from the recent
Public Exhibition event;
 Summary of previous assessment undertaken on the Pass of
Birnam to Tay Crossing section;
 Scheme development undertaken by Jacobs;
 Details of recent studies and investigations, including the
Preliminary Engineering Services (PES) and Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) commissions and the
Ground Investigation (GI) contract; and
 The current route options – Options A, B & C.
Computer generated visualisations of the three current route
options were also shown.
A copy of the presentation is included in these meeting notes.

5.

Current Route Options
A summary of the current route options is given below:
Option A
 Generally at-grade for the majority of the route;
 Widening in the vicinity of Dunkeld & Birnam Station is to the
west impacting the station car park and encroaching closer to
the Category A Listed building;
 Alignment raised north of the station to accommodate a grade
separated junction at Dunkeld, closer to the level of the
adjacent Highland Main Line railway and residential
properties;
 Grade separated junctions proposed at Birnam (underbridge
structure), Dunkeld (underbridge structure) and Dalguise
(underbridge structure); and
 Relocation of Dunkeld & Birnam Station, north of Inchewan
Burn, to address accessibility & parking issues with this route
option due to the current station location.
Option B
 Generally at-grade for the majority of the route;
 Widening in the vicinity of Dunkeld & Birnam Station is to the
west impacting the station car park and encroaching closer to
the Category A Listed building;
 Alignment lowered in the vicinity of the station and to the
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immediate north. Underpass structure proposed at the station
to re-connect Station Road to the station and cater for car
parking at the station;
 Complex and challenging retaining walls, of significant height,
required north of Dunkeld & Birnam Station to avoid
encroachment towards the Highland Main Line railway and
residential properties; and
 Grade separated junctions proposed at Birnam (underbridge
structure), Dunkeld (overbridge structure) and Dalguise
(underbridge structure).
Option C
 Generally at-grade for the majority of the route;
 Widening in the vicinity of Dunkeld & Birnam Station is to the
west impacting the station car park and encroaching closer to
the Category A Listed building;
 Alignment closer to existing road level north of the station than
Option A but still raised above the existing A9;
 Retaining walls necessary north of Dunkeld & Birnam Station
to avoid encroachment towards the Highland Main Line
railway and residential properties;
 Grade separated junctions proposed at Birnam (underbridge
structure), Dunkeld (underbridge structure) and Dalguise
(underbridge structure);
 Significant realignment of the A822 (Old Military Road) to
provide the necessary headroom clearance at Dunkeld
Junction; and
 Relocation of Dunkeld & Birnam Station, north of Inchewan
Burn, to address accessibility & parking issues with this route
option due to the current station location.
6.

During the presentation a number of questions and issues were
raised by members of the Community Council and the public.
These are detailed below. Answers were provided by Transport
Scotland and/or Jacobs.

6.1

Are at-grade roundabouts still under consideration?
The PES commission concluded that the A9 will be a Category 7A
all-purpose high-standard dual carriageway. This standard of
carriageway does not recommend provision of at-grade
roundabouts. To ensure route consistency, at-grade roundabouts
are therefore no longer under consideration.

6.2

Do at-grade roundabouts present a safety issue?
At-grade roundabouts do not necessarily present a safety issue if
adequate warning is given to drivers, however the aim for the A9
Dualling Programme is to provide a route with a consistent
standard of junction.

6.3

Will platforms at the proposed relocated station for Options
A and C be long enough for sleeper trains?
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The design and layout of the proposed relocated station will be to
current Network Rail standards and sufficient to accommodate the
largest trains expected to stop at Dunkeld & Birnam Station.
6.4

What facilities will be provided at the proposed relocated
station for Options A and C?
The design and layout of the station and platforms will be to the
appropriate Network Rail standards and will meet current disability
legislation. As a result, many of the issues of the existing station
will be addressed. Network Rail has suggested that a shelter will
be provided on each platform with a new overbridge connecting
the platforms. The station will continue to be unmanned.
It should be noted that station relocation may/may not include the
existing station building, which is Category A Listed. In Options A
& C, if the station building remains in its current location it may not
be possible to provide vehicular access to the building which may
affect its future use. Further discussions are required with Historic
Environment Scotland, Network Rail and Perth & Kinross Council
regarding the station building.

6.5

Are Transport Scotland/Jacobs aware of the disused landfill
site that is in close proximity to the proposed relocated
station?
Transport Scotland/Jacobs are aware of the presence of the
landfill site and have acquired some initial information. Further
discussions will continue with Perth & Kinross Council as the
design develops. If appropriate, suitable mitigation will be put in
place around the site.

6.6

How would pedestrian access be provided to the relocated
station?
Non-motorised Users (NMUs) would continue to access the
relocated station from Birnam Glen, with a new structure
proposed across the Inchewan Burn. Footpaths, suitable for less
mobile users, will be provided to link to the proposed car park and
station platforms.
There may also be potential for NMU access from the A822 (Old
Military Road) and this will be investigated during future
development stages.

6.7

Birnam Glen is a private road, would Transport Scotland
propose to adopt this road?
Further examination of the current access arrangements and
ownership details is required to determine what, if any, changes
the relocated station access arrangements would mean to these.

6.8

What are the implications for the railway sidings?
For Options A&C, as carriageway widening in the vicinity of the
station is proposed to the west, avoiding impact on residential and
commercial properties to the east, the railway sidings will be
impacted. It is therefore likely that the sidings, which are used for
track maintenance, will be relocated to an alternative site. In
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Option B the sidings could remain in their current location
accessed from the new carpark area on top of the concrete slab.
This would however route vehicles to / from the sidings via Station
Road in Birnam. Discussions are ongoing with Network Rail.
6.9

Previous options included a compact junction layout at the
proposed junctions. Are they no longer under consideration?
The previous options included accesses on to the loops, which
potentially generate a safety hazard. As a result, compact layouts
are no longer under consideration at this location.

6.10

There are important walking routes in the vicinity of the
proposed Birnam Junction, will these be maintained?
The proposed junction layout will impact current NMU routes in
the locality. There is no intention to sever routes, although some
diversionary works will be necessary. This will be further
assessed as the design develops.

6.11

The proposed southbound loop that is incorporated within
the Birnam Junction has a number of environmental impacts.
Have alternative layouts, that remove the loop, been
considered?
Observation made that the proposed Birnam Junction is
located on a highly sensitive environmental area where there
is a diverse variety of animals and plants. There are also a lot
of deer that cross the A9 at this point.
A number of alternative layouts have been considered for Birnam
Junction, including a diamond layout junction that would remove
the loop. Such a layout would however impact residential
properties on Perth Road. An initial assessment, considering
engineering, environment and traffic and economics, of the
options determined that the layout proposed is the most
favourable.
Restricted movements at the junction were also considered,
however this would add further traffic onto Perth Road, through
Birnam and Dunkeld. It should be noted that when options for the
Birnam junction were presented which included restricted
movements, the public preference was for a junction catering for
all movements.

6.12

Will the new A9 at this point be higher than the existing
carriageway?
The proposed A9 in the vicinity of the proposed Birnam Junction
is generally at existing carriageway levels.

6.13

Does the proposed Birnam Junction provide access to
Bankfoot along the B867?
Yes. The junction layout connects the B867 and Perth Road and
crosses the A9 via an underbridge. Slip roads are incorporated in
all directions, maintaining traffic movements to the B867, leading
to Bankfoot.
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6.14

The visualisation appears deceptive and does not represent
the true constrained nature of the site?
The visualisations are prepared using scale models, however it is
appreciated that the angle of view may distort the image slightly.
This will be considered in future visualisations.

6.15

Have noise assessments been undertaken for each option
and what are the anticipated noise increases/decreases for
the various options?
Observations made that noise assessments should be the
primary assessment criteria and that Transport Scotland
should amend their assessment criteria to reflect this.
Transport Scotland should arrange for a noise assessment
specialist to attend the next Community Council meeting to
describe the assessment approach adopted in more detail
and answer specific queries. Many residents have noted that
they believe the current road is too noisy. It was stated that
feedback on the proposed options is being sought without
sufficient information being available on noise and air quality
issues associated with each of these.
Noise assessments of the three options under consideration are
being undertaken as part of the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges (DMRB) Stage 2 assessment. This allows a comparative
assessment of the options.
As part of the DMRB Stage 3 assessment, which develops the
Preferred Route Option, an Environmental Statement is produced,
which includes detailed noise assessments. The Environmental
Statement also includes details of potential mitigation measures,
which may include fencing, earthwork bunds and planting.
A resident of Birnam Glen, to the west of Dunkeld & Birnam
Station, suggested that apparatus to monitor noise was installed
in his land some time ago. Confirmation is sought as to the
outcome of this.
Note: Details will be communicated directly to the landowner.
Post Meeting Note: A Technical Note, summarising the
assessments undertaken to date will be provided to the
Community Council.

6.16

Can a resident volunteer their property for noise
assessments?
Residents can volunteer their land/property for noise
assessments. However, noise assessments will only be
undertaken on land/properties that fit the requirements of the
baseline noise survey. Noise assessments cannot be undertaken
at every property in close proximity to the road due to time
constraints and the requirements of the noise assessment.

6.17

How is vibration considered in the scheme assessment?
Post Meeting Note: At DMRB Stage 2, detailed construction
methods, which includes type and size of plant and construction
programmes, are not available, therefore construction noise and
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vibration is not included in the assessment and will be assessed
at DMRB Stage 3 for the Preferred Route Option. In addition, no
assessment of airborne vibration in the scheme opening year is
being undertaken as the impacts of airborne vibration are
proportional to noise exposure. Therefore the results are
considered related to the noise assessment in terms of this
comparative route options assessment.
At DMRB Stage 3, consideration will be given to construction
vibration, making reference to the guidance and criteria specified
in the British Standards relating to human response to vibration in
buildings and damage levels from ground borne vibration in
buildings. The assessment will also consider the permanent traffic
induced vibration impacts.
6.18

Will the visualisation, shown at the meeting, be available on
the Transport Scotland web-site? Is there a facility to
navigate around the model to assess views from various
locations?
Yes. The visualisations for the three options under consideration
are available on the Transport Scotland web-site (see link below).
At present there is no facility to navigate around the model.
http://www.transport.gov.scot/project/a9-pass-birnam-tay-crossing

6.19

How much higher is the proposed A9 to the immediate north
of Dunkeld & Birnam Station than the existing carriageway?
The A9 in this locality is raised to cross the realigned A822 (Old
Military Road)/A923 that forms part of the proposed Dunkeld
Junction. At its maximum, the A9 is approximately 8 metres higher
than the current carriageway and is closer to the level of the
adjacent Highland Main Line railway and residential properties on
Telford Gardens and King Duncan’s Place.

6.20

Will the increased height result in an increased noise
impact?
The increased height of the A9 for Option A is likely to result in
increased noise for adjacent properties.
Post Meeting Note: A Technical Note, summarising the
assessments undertaken to date will be provided to the
Community Council.

6.21

For Option A, will the new dual carriageway be visible from
Dunkeld?
It is likely that the new dual carriageway will be visible from some
parts of Dunkeld, however in the long-term suitable planting may
be employed to soften visual impacts.

6.22

Will changes in air quality be assessed? How will this
assessment be communicated?
Air quality is being assessed as part of the DMRB Stage 2
assessment allowing a comparative assessment of the options to
be undertaken. A more detailed assessment of air quality for the
preferred Option will be undertaken at DMRB Stage 3.
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Details of the DMRB Stage 2 air quality assessments will be
presented in the DMRB Stage 2 Report which is currently being
prepared. On completion, the DMRB Stage 2 Report will be
available on the Transport Scotland web-site.
Post Meeting Note: A Technical Note, summarising the
assessments undertaken to date will be provided to the
Community Council.
6.23

Will the path network that leads to Inver be retained?
The proposed scheme will impact current NMU routes in the
locality. There is no intention to sever routes, although some
diversionary works will be necessary. This will be further
assessed as the design develops.

6.24

The proposed carriageway widening at the entrance to The
Hermitage is in close proximity to the River Braan and may
have significant environmental impacts since the River Braan
is a tributary of the River Tay Special Area of Conservation
(SAC).
Every effort has been made in this locality to avoid encroachment
into the River Braan. As a result, no additional impacts are
anticipated at this stage.

6.25

The proposed layout of Dunkeld Junction seems excessive.
Can it be reduced in size to limit environmental impacts?
The design development has considered a range of options and
has taken account of the constrained corridor, driver safety and
design standards. The option presented is considered the most
appropriate option. Although it may be possible to relax or depart
from some of these design standards (subject to approval) it is
unlikely that the junction layout would be able to be reduced
significantly.

6.26

Why is the central reservation wider on the approach to
Dalguise Junction at the northern extent of the scheme?
The design of roads in the UK is governed by the DMRB, which
sets standards for roads design. The standards dictate that
suitable forward visibility must be available on approach to and
through junctions, as this is where the majority of accidents occur.
The central reserve barrier on approach to the proposed Dalguise
Junction restricts forward visibility. The central reserve is therefore
widened to ensure the appropriate forward visibility can be
achieved.
It should be noted that Departures from Standards, where a lesser
standard than that prescribed, can be applied, subject to approval
from Transport Scotland. However, safety criteria and suitable
mitigation, if necessary, must be applied. This will be investigated
during future design phases.

6.27

What are the proposed heights of the retaining wall
structures north of Dunkeld & Birnam Station with Option B
and what issues are associated with walls of that size?
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Retaining walls up to approximately 18 metres high are required
to avoid encroachment towards the Highland Main Line railway
and residential properties to the immediate north of Dunkeld &
Birnam station. The retaining walls will be required for a length of
approximately 500 metres.
The walls will generate a significant visual impact from the road
user perspective and will also affect the landscape character of
the National Scenic Area. The size of walls, which will likely be
formed by bored piles (a succession of circular piles with
approximate diameter 1.5 metres bored into the ground), has a
number of constructability concerns. The Ground Investigation
has identified large boulders in the ground in this vicinity, which
will add a complexity to the construction process. Furthermore,
the forces on the walls generated by the adjacent ground they are
supporting will be excessive and to prevent the walls from
collapsing ground anchors will likely be required. It is likely that
ground anchors, which may be up to 20 metres in length, would
be below the Highland Main Line railway and residential
properties, which presents a major issue. Installation of such walls
will also require plant of significant size, which will generate a
construction noise and vibration issue over a prolonged period.
While the current assessment has suggested ground water is
unlikely to be an issue, suitable and effective carriageway
drainage of the dual carriageway will be difficult, given the lower
road level.
6.28

For Option B, how high above existing ground will the
proposed retaining walls be?
The proposed retaining walls will be close to the existing ground
level.

6.29

Given that Options B and C are lower than adjacent
properties, would these options restrict potential noise
impacts?
Options B and C are lower than adjacent properties and are
therefore not predicted to have as significant a noise impact as
Option A. However, there is potential for the retaining walls
included in Option B to create an echo effect with traffic noise
reflected by the walls.
Post Meeting Note: A Technical Note, summarising the noise
assessments undertaken to date will be provided to the
Community Council.

6.30

Has an off-line corridor been considered?
Assessment of an off-line corridor was undertaken earlier in the
design process. This concluded that the potential benefits of an
off-line corridor, which includes less disruption to properties
alongside the current A9 and possible reduced construction
complexity, are outweighed by significant environmental impacts,
reduced connectivity to neighbouring communities and significant
construction costs.
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6.31

Has a tunnel been considered?
A tunnel solution for this section of the A9 Dualling Programme
has been considered. However, the significant works required for
a tunnel, which in addition to the road tunnels includes other
surface and below ground works such as air ventilation shafts,
access roads and access tunnels, will have a significant
environmental impact. Tunnelling will also generate significant
additional costs.

6.32

For Option C, significant works are required to realign the
A822 (Old Military Road). How long is construction works to
realign this section of road likely to last?
At this stage the programme for construction of individual sections
of the scheme is not known. It is anticipated that construction of
the full Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing scheme will take
approximately 2 years in total, however this may be longer for
Option B taking account of the increased construction complexity
of that option. Every effort will be made during construction to
minimise impacts and in terms of the A9 itself there is an aim to
maintain one lane of traffic in each direction during construction.

6.33

For Option C, which incorporates the lowered A822 (Old
Military Road), will the gradient of the proposed access road
in to the relocated station be excessively steep?
The road will be designed to be compliant with relevant standards
and in consultation with the local authority.

6.34

There is already significant flooding where the A822 (Old
Military Road) meets the A9. For Option C, will the works to
the A822 (Old Military Road) exasperate the problem?
An outline drainage design has been undertaken for each of the
options under consideration to ensure the works provide suitable
storage and treatment of run-off. Further discussions will be
undertaken with the relevant statutory bodies as the design
develops to seek approval for the project. It is therefore likely that
current issues may be resolved.

6.35

Will noise and vibration of the proposed retaining walls
construction be significant?
It is noted that some residents advised that they experienced
noise and vibration issues during the recent Ground Investigation
contract. Due to the size of plant required and the height and
length of walls to be constructed, noise and vibration associated
with retaining wall construction is expected to be more significant .

6.36

For Option B, why is the proposed A9 so low in the ground
between the station and the proposed Dunkeld Junction?
Could it not be raised to reduce the size of retaining walls?
The A9 is approximately 10 metres below existing ground level in
the vicinity of Dunkeld & Birnam Station to accommodate the
underpass structure. At Dunkeld Junction, an overbridge is
provided, therefore, to accommodate the appropriate vehicular
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headroom clearance at the junction, the A9 must also be low. The
gradients necessary for the dual carriageway mean that the road
cannot rise quickly enough to be higher at Dunkeld Junction and it
is necessary for the road to remain low so the junction can be
formed above the dual carriageway.
6.37

To reduce the standard of geometry required, and since there
are a number of junctions, can the proposed speed limit be
reduced for this section?
A key aim of the A9 Dualling Programme is to ensure consistency
throughout the route. A consistent speed limit of 70mph also helps
provide improved journey times and journey time reliability
between Perth and Inverness in line with the A9 Dualling
Programme objectives. As a result, it is not proposed to lower the
speed limit for this section.

6.38

What is the cost of the three options under consideration?
The cost estimates for the scheme have yet to be finalised. It
should be noted however that the Preferred Route Option will not
be identified purely on cost.

6.39

Has consideration been given to where aggregates and
building materials will be obtained from?
At this stage this has not been sufficiently investigated and the
final decisions will largely be placed on the contractor appointed
to build the project. However, sequencing of the various sections
of the A9 to be dualled is being considered to establish whether
surplus material produced by one section can be re-used by
another section. This would aim to reduce the volume of material
to be disposed of and imported. The appointed contractor(s) will
ultimately make many of the decisions on sourcing materials.

6.40

The Preferred Route Option will be identified prior to the
Environmental Statement being published. This does not
seem correct.
Roads schemes, such as the A9, are developed in accordance
with the DMRB using a three stage approach. The design manual
stipulates the level of design and assessment that should be
undertaken at each stage. The Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
section of the A9 is currently at DMRB Stage 2, which involves
identification of factors to be taken into account in choosing
alternative routes of improvement schemes and to identify the
environmental, engineering, economic and traffic advantages,
disadvantages and constraints associated with those routes or
schemes.
As a result, suitable appraisal of environmental impacts has been
undertaken, considering the baseline conditions that will be
significantly affected by the scheme. This assessment has been
undertaken in consultation with various relevant environmental
groups, including the Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(SEPA), Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) and Historic
Environment Scotland. This assessment is published in a DMRB
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Stage 2 Assessment Report, which will be made available to the
public.
At Stage 3, an Environmental Statement is prepared on the
Preferred Route Option, which details further the proposed
impacts and discusses suitable mitigation as necessary.
This approach is in accordance with environmental and roads
legislation.
6.40

What other organisations are involved in the process?
An Environmental Steering Group (ESG) has been set-up for the
A9, which includes the Consultation Authorities , to advise on
environmental impacts. These include Historic Environment
Scotland, SEPA, SNH, Cairngorms National Park Authority, Perth
& Kinross Council and The Highland Council.
Consultation has also been undertaken with various walking,
cycling and equestrian Non-motorised User (NMU) groups,
including Sustrans and Scotways. Network Rail has also been
consulted with regard to the Highland Main Line railway and
Dunkeld & Birnam Station.
Post Meeting Note; ESG includes the following; Transport
Scotland, Historic Environment Scotland, SEPA, SNH,
Cairngorms National Park Authority, Perth & Kinross Council,
Highland Council and the A9 Consultants.

6.41

Who makes the decision on the Preferred Route Option?
The findings of the DMRB Stage 2 Assessment are reviewed and
the decision on the Preferred Route Option is made by senior staff
within Transport Scotland Investment Decision Makers (IDM).

7.

General Observations:
 The A9 is being imposed on the community by politicians with
limited time to provide feedback;
 Option B, is being painted in a negative light by Transport
Scotland and Jacobs;
 All three options appear disproportionate to the problem they
are trying to address. As a result, it would be more beneficial
not to dual the A9 through this section; and
 Further Community Council meeting in June 2016, attended
by local MSP’s and the Transport Minister may be beneficial.

8.

Any further questions should be directed to Jacobs by e-mail or
post. E-mail:
A9dualling@jacobs.com
Post:
Sarah Morgan
Stakeholder & Communication Manager
Jacobs UK Ltd
95 Bothwell Street
Glasgow. G2 7HX
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A9 Dualling Programme
Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Birnam & Dunkeld Community Council
Update
February 2016

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Public Exhibitions

•
•
•
•
•
•

Held 27th & 28th January 2016
Birnam Institute
Attended by 387 people
28 Feedback forms submitted to date
Deadline for feedback, 18th March 2016
Feedback will inform assessment
process

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Previous Assessment

• AECOM (formerly URS)
• 5 alternative scheme options
• Option 6, development of the preferred
option from Options 1 - 5
• Option 7, lowered A9 with underpass

• Jacobs UK Ltd (August 2014)
• Progress Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
scheme
• Further development of options
• Address residual issues

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Left-in Left-out Station Access

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Previous Assessment

• AECOM (formerly URS)
• 5 alternative scheme options
• Option 6, development of the preferred
option from Options 1 - 5
• Option 7, lowered A9 with underpass

• Jacobs UK Ltd (August 2014)
• Progress Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
scheme
• Further development of options
• Address residual issues

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Station Access - Option 6

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Station Access - Option 7

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Previous Assessment

• AECOM (formerly URS)
• 5 alternative scheme options
• Option 6, development of the preferred
option from Options 1 - 5
• Option 7, lowered A9 with underpass

• Jacobs UK Ltd (August 2014)
• Progress Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
scheme
• Further development of options
• Address residual issues

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Residual Issues, Scheme Development

• Access to Dunkeld & Birnam Station
• Consideration of Route Wide
Assessment:
• Preliminary Engineering Services (PES)
• Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)

• Landscape & Visual Impacts
• Constructability Concerns
• Ground Investigation (GI)

• Consultation with Stakeholders

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
PES & SEA Commission

• Route-wide strategies (consistency
across programme)
• Junction & Access Strategy
• NMU Strategy
• Lay-by & Rest Area Strategy

• Category 7A dual carriageway
• Full grade separated junctions only

• Strategic Environmental Design
Principles

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Ground Investigation

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Ground Investigation

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Current Options

• Option A (previous at-grade option)
• Option B (previous lowered option)
• Option C (new option)

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Scheme Development

Initial
Assessment

Option 1

Option 2

Scheme
Development

Option 6

Option 7

Scheme
Development

Option A

Option B

Option 3

Option C

Option 4

Option 5

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Possible Station Relocation

• Suitable & safe station access cannot be
provided
• Propose to relocate the station
(Option A & C)
• North of Inchewan Burn
• West of Highland Main Line

• Key Features
• New access road
• Replacement car park
• Fully compliant platform
• NMU access

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Possible Station Relocation

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Current Design Options

Option A, B & C
Visualisations

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Current Design Options

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Current Options - Option A

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Visualisation - Option A

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Current Options - Option B

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Visualisation - Option B

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Current Options - Option C

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Visualisation - Option C

Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
Ongoing Design Development

• Next Steps
• Review feedback from Public Exhibition
• Review feedback from Community Council

• Timescales
Preferred Route Option Selection

Summer / Autumn 2016

Development of Preferred Route
Option and Environmental Impact
Assessment

Autumn 2016 to Autumn 2017

Statutory (planning) process

Autumn 2017 to Winter 2018

A9 Dualling Programme
Pass of Birnam to Tay Crossing
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Update
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